
REFILL DIRECTIONS 
 

 
1. Raise the toilet seat and remove top trim piece and set it aside. 
 

2. Lift up refill to gain access to the black disposal bag below.  Pull up the sides 
of the disposal bag and lift out. Drop the refill cartridge into it.  

 
3. Using a bag tie, twist and seal the black disposal bag. Discard in any trash 

receptacle. 
 
 
 
PLEASE DISCARD WASTE RESPECTFULLY. 
Some trash containers may not be as suitable as others and prone to investigation by animals 
and even humans. Raccoons and other creatures can easily puncture the Dry Flush barrier 
material and make a mess within or even outside of a trash receptacle.  
 
We want Dry Flush customers to be welcome everywhere.  Please help us maintain a good 
reputation by discarding waste so that it never causes anyone discomfort. 
 
 
 

 
 
1.     With the seat up and top trim removed, line the octagonal bucket with the 

black disposal bag.  Fold the excess bag over the sides of the bucket and 
secure with the rubber band.   

 NOTE: Some find it easier to lift out the bucket.  When you replace it, be sure 
that the square drive fits into the square socket of the bucket bottom.  

 
2. The refill has an attached octagonal flat piece to anchor the barrier material to 

the bottom of the bucket. Push this piece securely into the bottom of the 
bucket, while removing as little material as possible from the refill.  Insure that 
the black bag remains folded over the top of the bucket. 

 
3.      Lastly, place the refill over the large opening, and place the top trim over it. 
 
4.     Push the flush button.  The octagonal piece should remain securely at the 

bottom of the bucket and a twist should appear in the barrier material.  At the 
end of the flush cycle, the barrier material should inflate to create a nice 
“bowl.”   
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